
Octoraro Lodge 22, W. W. W.

Brotherhood Blitz Schedule

Brotherhood Experience
Begins promptly at 2:15 p.m. 

Brotherhood Discussion will start around 2:45 p.m.

The Brotherhood Experience is a three-part reflection designed to impart a comprehensive understanding of the 
traditions and principles of the Order of the Arrow, W. W. W., to the Brotherhood candidate. It consists of:

1. Brotherhood Review: a Lëpwewinkalit (Brotherhood mentor) reviews with you the Admonition, the 
Obligation, the Song of the Order of the Arrow, and the English translation of W. W. W. The remaining 
questions of the Brotherhood Questions & Answers sheet are covered during the Brotherhood Discussion.

2. Brotherhood Letter to the Lodge: This letter is your opportunity for self-reflection on living the Obligation 
and rendering future service; you entrust it to the lodge during the Brotherhood Review.

3. Brotherhood Discussion: Lëpwewinkalit guides a collaborative forum with the Brotherhood candidates 
on the traditions of the Order of the Arrow, including the Pre-Ordeal and Ordeal ceremonies; on giving 
cheerful service; on the principles of leadership; on opportunities to serve the lodge; and on the true 
meaning of the Arrow. Participation in the discussion is expected of all candidates.

Before departing for the Brotherhood ceremony, you will have your “Vigil picture” taken. An Arrowman is 
eligible for consideration for the Vigil Honor two (2) years after sealing his membership. It has been found that 
showing a photograph of the Vigil Honor nominee helps the selection process.

Brotherhood Ceremony
Kindness Center at 4:00 p.m.

This ceremony concludes your Brotherhood Journey and results in you sealing your membership in the Order of 
the Arrow. Your full “class-A” uniform with your Ordeal sash and your Brotherhood totem are required to 
participate in the ceremony.

After the ceremony, a Brotherhood “class photograph” will be taken.

Dinner
OA Lodge at 6:00 p.m.

Pre-registration is required to attend the Lodge Leadership Development Conference dinner after the Brotherhood 
Blitz. Unfortunately, the lodge cannot make last-minute exceptions. Your understanding is appreciated.

2016

Don’t “Sash and Dash” ✧ Seal your Membership ✧ Complete Brotherhood !


